
RACIAL TENSIONS IN WIDE SARGASSO SEA ESSAY

Free Essay: Racial tension is a major theme in â€œWide Sargasso Seaâ€•, with the mix of whites and blacks and
white/blacks in the novel creating a cut-throat.

After his infidelity with Amelie, he becomes very distant. All about the story, these two try to search for the
remedy to find their happiness; in the end, they fail miserably. Rochester treated her as if she was mad because
society decided that the majority of Creole women were mad. Antoinette formed a relation to it due to its
association to trauma. The influence of society on Rochester and Tia, shows us how the African and English
cultures view and treat creoles. Rochester's first crazy wife, Bertha, in her classic Victorian novel Jane Eyre.
Real white people, they got gold money. Tia her only childhood friend turns on Antoinette because her culture
and society tells her to do so. When this fails, he stigmatises her as a representative of a degenerate culture.
But that too is problematic. This is a heart reaction to Charlotte Bronte's approach to the treatment of Mr. In all
of these themes the main character who projects them are Antoinette and Christophine. She does not
understand how someone can be tender one minute then change Wide Sargasso sea: Changing ways words - 3
pages Changing WaysJean Rhys wrote Wide Sargasso Sea between and  Suddenly they were without laborers,
without money and most importantly without the status that was associated with being a slave owner. Do you
think it trivialises black experience to make this connection? The husband had once been a slaveholder, the
mother is a confused and crazy lady and Antoinette, the daughter, is a child in an atmosphere of fear,
recrimination and bitter anger. Silko, Leslie. Antoinette's childhood story of outmost unhappiness, contrasted
with her attempt at love, and finally the arrival to her concluded state depicts the single condemnation of her
soul. They hated us. Literature Resource Center. The complexities of Antoinette character comes from a
culturally constructed identity that is displayed as being fundamentally different than the others around her
Hatred between different cultures showed the racism of this time period. Neither Rochester nor Antoinette
wanted to get married but both went through with it due to family. He tells the audience he hates Antoinette
because of her race. Discuss the way in which Jean Rhys uses different locations in the narrative. She had left
me thirsty and all my life would be thirst and longing for what I had lost before I found it. She is white,
brought up with a set of values based on superiority and dominance. The tragedy comes from her numerous
pursuits for love and a sense of belonging, and her failure at each and every one of these attempts. A different
age, Education, social level people often have their own e-mail accounts and often communicate electronically
with other people. Unlike them, her culture has not equipped her for survival. As they spend more time
together Rochester starts to struggle more with the reality that he is married to a Creole. The exact amount of
each gas depends on the amount of water vapor. She plans to use the money Rochester gives her to go to Rio.
Above all I hated her. The theme slavery and entrapment is based on the ex- slaves who worked on the sugar
plantations of wealthy Creoles figure prominently in Part One of the novel, which is set in the West Indies in
the early nineteenth century. The relationship between Antoinette and Rochester can also be seen as
representing the relationship between coloniser and colonised, as well as the complex intersections of race
with gender and identity: Antoinette is economically enslaved in that, on her marriage, all her fortune becomes
Rochester's to do with as he wishes. The novel deals with both the English and Caribbean Identities and
explores the effect of conflicting identities within these various characters. She becomes increasingly
isolated-this isolation is broken by her scheming stepbrother, who signs Antoinette's inheritance over to the
naive Mr He does not hate Antoinette because of who she is but instead it is because of her race. She is a
victim of a system, which not only dispossessed her from her class but also deprived her as an individual of
any means of meaningful, independent survival and significance. Is Antoinette a slave? In her Rochester
character, Jean Rhys maintains the role of colonial exploiter who has assumptions of moral righteousness.
This makes her very unhappy which leads her to break down and find ways for him to love her again. The two
spend some time together, swimming in the mornings and relaxing in the afternoons, and seem to have
become friends.


